. Episodic memories are those that are lobe maintains the activation of perceptual representations in more posterior cortical areas. associated with a particular time and place, and also a Working memory may hold perceptual representasense on the part of the person remembering that "this tions on-line, but a different process tunes perceptual happened to me." Hence, the memory of a recent vacarepresentations on the basis of experience. Some evition would be an episodic memory. Semantic memory, dence of such change may be found in priming tasks, on the other hand, does not have these qualities; for in which experience with a word or picture influences example, knowing that George Washington was the first later processing of the same or a similar stimulus. For president of the United States would be a semantic example, as part of a list of words, a patient might read memory. A typical memory experiment tests episodic the word STAMP. Later, the patient would be asked to memory, because a subject is queried about a particular perform a word identification task in which a word is instance of a stimulus; by asking if the word "president" flashed very briefly on a computer monitor, and the pawas on the studied word list, the experimenter asks tient must try to identify it. The patient will be better able whether that word is associated with a particular time to identify words read an hour ago than novel words. It and place. On the other hand, the question "Who was is hypothesized that the representations supporting the first president of the United States?" taps semantic word identification are tuned toward identifying that memory because the knowledge that allows one to anword. This word identification task is just one priming swer the question is not associated with a particular paradigm. There are in fact a number of different priming time or place.
tasks, all of which share certain characteristics: subjects Patients with anterograde amnesia can retrieve sestudy materials and sometime later are presented with mantic memories learned prior to the onset of amnesia, a task that makes use of the same or related materials; but they cannot acquire new semantic memories, which the performance of the task is biased or enhanced by implies that the medial temporal lobe and diencephalon the prior study. are crucial to the formation of semantic memories. One Lesion studies show that priming is based in neocorinterpretation of this finding is that all memories are tex. Patients with occipital lobe damage are impaired initially episodic and come to be semantic memories as on priming tasks but not on explicit or working-memory time and place tags become confused through repeated tasks (Tulving and Schacter, 1990) , and patients with exposure to the information at different times and in temporal or frontal lobe damage may show impairment different places.
on some priming tasks. Patients with anterograde amneWorking memory (sometimes called short-term memsia (such as HM) show normal priming with words and ory), like explicit memory, is associated with awareness, pictures and with novel stimuli such as pronounceable but it is different in that it is short-lived. It is often concepnonwords and pictures of nonsensical objects. Functualized as a system that maintains the activity of a tional imaging studies also indicate that these cortical perceptual representation (e.g., visual, phonological, areas are crucial to priming . etc.), keeping it "on-line," and it is tested by asking Motor skill learning refers to making movements more subjects to remember information across a very brief quickly and accurately with practice, and this process delay, i.e., 30 s or less. Working memory is dissociable appears distributed among a number of motor cortical from explicit memory; HM and other amnesic patients areas as well as the striatum. Patients with striatal abnorwith severe explicit memory deficits show normal workmalities (e.g., Huntington's disease, Parkinson's dising memory capabilities, and patients with frontal or ease) are impaired on many motor skills (Willingham et parietal lobe lesions are impaired in working-memory al., 1996) . They are also impaired, though sometimes to tasks but show normal explicit memory (Warrington et a lesser extent, on other sorts of memory, including al., 1971). A series of single-cell recording studies in the explicit and working memory, although they show normonkey by Goldman-Rakic and colleagues showing that mal priming effects. The deficits in explicit and working some cells in the prefrontal cortex are active only during memory may be due to cortical degeneration associated the brief delay in a working-memory task has been semiwith Huntington's and Parkinson's diseases, or it may nal in establishing the role of this cortical area to working be that striatal abnormalities serve to deafferent frontal memory (Goldman-Rakic, 1995) . Functional imaging and temporal cortical areas that support these memory studies confirm the role of prefrontal and parietal cortex systems. Functional imaging studies show activation in working memory in humans (D'Esposito et al., 1995) .
associated with motor skill learning in a number of different areas but most often in the striatum, supplementary One interpretation of these findings is that the frontal motor area, premotor cortex, and primary motor cortex who lost the ability to identify a particular attribute of objects. For example, a cortical lesion might result in a (Grafton et al., 1992) .
In classical conditioning tasks, subjects are exposed selective deficit in identifying the color of objects. Recent neuroimaging evidence provides more direct supto repeated pairings of a neutral perceptual cue (e.g., a tone) and a stimulus (e.g., a puff of air to the eye) that port for the idea in the normal brain and further shows that the attribute knowledge is stored near the location leads to a predictable response (an eye blink). Subjects learn the relationship between the neutral cue and the where perception takes place. Object color appears to be subserved by the ventral temporal lobe, just anterior appropriate response. The neural mechanisms of such learning have been described in considerable detail in to the area involved in color perception. Knowledge of actions associated with objects is subserved by an area the rabbit, and it is clear that the cerebellum and closely related brain stem structures are critical to learning in in the middle temporal gyrus, just anterior to an area involved in the perception of motion (Martin et al., 1995) . this task (Thompson, 1988) . Amnesic patients show normal classical conditioning, although they are impaired As one might suspect, working memory in different sensory modalities appears to have different neural on trace conditioning, where a brief delay (500 ms) is introduced between the conditioned and unconditioned bases. Thus, working memory for auditory and for visual material appears to rely on different cortical areas (Goldstimulus. Humans with cerebellar lesions show deficits in eye-blink conditioning, but they also show a host of man-Rakic, 1995). And within the visual modality, compelling single-cell recording data and neuroimaging data other cognitive deficits, including problem-solving tasks and motor skill learning (Fiez, 1996) . Functional imaging support a distinction between working memory for objects and for their spatial locations. studies show cerebellar activation associated with classical conditioning in humans, but it should be noted that There is also good evidence from lesion studies for a distinction between different varieties of priming. The cerebellar activation is associated with performance on many other tasks. There seems to be little doubt of the occipital cortex appears to support priming based on the visual features of the stimulus. A potential locus of cerebellum's importance to eye-blink conditioning, but further work may show that a broader description of priming tasks based on the semantic content of the stimulus is the frontal or temporal lobes (Tulving and cerebellar learning is possible.
In an emotional-conditioning paradigm, a neutral stim- Schacter, 1990 ).
Motor skill learning has also been further fractionated. ulus (e.g., a light) is paired with a consequence (e.g., an electric shock) that generates an emotion (e.g., fear) Willingham et al. (1996) have suggested that motor skill learning is supported by a striatal system for learning such that the stimulus comes to be associated with the emotion. There is compelling evidence that the amygskills that rely on producing the same movement repetitively and a posterior parietal-premotor cortical system dala is crucial to this learning. This evidence comes primarily from rats undergoing fear conditioning (Lefor learning new mappings between stimuli and the appropriate motor response. Doux, 1995; Maren and Fanselow, 1996) and is supported by lesion studies in humans, including a dissociaThe Future of a Systems Analysis There has been considerable success in identifying tion in a patient with bilateral amygdala damage who showed no fear conditioning but showed normal recall memory systems that are anatomically distinct. Two directions of continued research seem timely. First, it has of the events during the training session (a measure of explicit memory). An amnesic patient with hippocampal been assumed that these separate systems will have important differences in their operating characteristics, damage showed the opposite pattern of task performance (Bechara et al., 1995) . but these differences have yet to be carefully specified. Anatomic separability would seem to imply computa-
Further Distinctions
The theoretical fractionation of memory has in fact not tional distinctiveness. A next step in a systems analysis of memory could be a more thorough program to delinstopped with the six systems described in Table 1 . A number of researchers have proposed further breakeate the processes and representations used by each system. downs of some of these systems.
As described earlier, two varieties of explicit memory A second target for future work in this area might be some consideration of how these separate systems have been described: episodic and semantic. Some recent neuroimaging evidence points to a special role for interact. It is likely that there is overlap in these separate systems. For example, it seems improbable that there right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in episodic memory retrieval , and there have been case are two separate and complete lexicons, one to support priming and the other to support explicit memory. Aside studies of selective loss of autobiographical memory (Hodges and McCarthy, 1995) . These patients show a from such instances of overlap, there must be instances where the processing in one system influences propaucity of recall of information from their life history.
There is also evidence regarding the cortical organizacessing in another. For example, it has been known for at least 20 years that the content and durability of explicit tion of information in semantic memory. Information about objects appears to be organized by attribute. That memory depend on the action of working memory at the time a memory is encoded. Explicit memory can is, the areas of the cortex that mediate knowledge about objects each subserve an object attribute, rather than also influence performance of motor skills, as subjects adopt different strategies based on explicit memories the representations of all of the attributes of a particular object being located physically near one another. This of prior performance. It is true that different memory systems are independent in that they can operate noridea seemed reasonable based on case studies reported in the last 30 years of patients with focal lesions mally in the face of damage to other systems, but that
